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Adaptavist is working with Addison Lee, Europe’s largest premium car service, to help accelerate and

scale its software development team’s use of Agile. 



The new reality is that every business is a software business with applications and information

technology being core to how companies operate, manage and serve their customers regardless of industry.

Addison Lee (https://www.addisonlee.com), as an early adopter of software as the heart of its business,

is this reality personified. With over 100 developers focused on advancing its software, the company is

making significant investments in its technology to ensure it keeps ahead of any new competition.



Addison Lee has long recognised that it’s crucial for the business to constantly innovate and drive

performance through its software. As well as digital innovation, Addison Lee’s Technology Development

team are focused on enhancing customer experience and onboarding, delivering APIs for partners to

consume, implementing a new microservices-based architecture for Addison Lee’s own allocation software,

and supporting national expansion. Having responsive, Agile teams and processes to handle this volume of

change is key.



Adaptavist (http://www.adaptavist.com/) was engaged to performance tune Addison Lee’s Agile development

processes. Already using JIRA and Confluence, there was a need to establish best practice for Addison Lee

to support a substantial scale in the volume of requests for change coming from the business.

Adaptavist’s team worked closely with Addison Lee development teams to balance quick wins and fast

implementation of enhanced method, with a longer term roadmap of change to best compliment development

teams’ ways of working.



The first phase has streamlined how the business requests new developments, helping developers deal with

volume through a lightweight governance and approvals process built in JIRA and helping business users

engage with a collaborative solutions approach based in Confluence. Addison Lee was impressed by

Adaptavist’s ability to adapt to the Addison Lee preferred way of working, to proceed from

proof-of-concept to live system in record time whilst also capturing insights that will inform the next

four areas of improvement for their software development process and use of Atlassian software.



“As an Agile delivery organisation, our tech teams are constantly looking for ways to improve our

collaboration, process, skills and, ultimately, our product,” said Paul McCabe, Head of Technology

Development at Addison Lee. “Adaptavist’s involvement has been vital and they’ve worked closely

with us to quickly turn our ideas and requirements into an enhanced methodology based on getting much

more from Atlassian based workflows.”



About Adaptavist 



Established in 2005, Adaptavist is an IT services company with operations in the USA, Germany and the UK

and clients in more than 60 countries. It provides premium professional services, support, hosting and

products to a range Enterprise clients including over half of the Fortune 500. 
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Adaptavist is an Atlassian Platinum Partner, Atlassian Enterprise Expert and an Atlassian Authorised

Training Expert. The company has been working with Atlassian software since 2005 and is recognised as the

most technically advanced Enterprise Partner in the Atlassian ecosystem. 



About Addison Lee



Founded in Battersea in 1975, Addison Lee is Europe’s largest private hire company. It offers a full

range of Premier, VIP, chauffeur services, international delivery services, couriers and executive

coaches.



With a luxury fleet of 4,800 premium private hire vehicles, Addison Lee uses bespoke auto allocator

software, offering an average pick up time of four minutes in Central London with a fulfilment rate that

stands at 99%. The new and improved Addison Lee smartphone app has been designed to make getting around

easier - the revolutionary ‘take me home’ function means you can book a cab home in just two simple

taps. 
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